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The best way to improve what you do is to find someone who will do it for you better than you could have done yourself. I’ve seen this principle in action over and over again. For example, it was fine designing the NetBeans IDE and NetBeans Platform on my own. Now, however, it is much better, since there are far more talented developers designing the various individual parts together. Similarly, I was OK writing documentation for the NetBeans Platform, but it is much better to have a group of enthusiastic people who produce tons of interesting tutorials and blogs on topics that I would never have thought up myself. Along the same lines, it was entertaining to contribute to a book about the NetBeans Platform. However, it is an order of magnitude better to see this one by Heiko! It is richer and more interesting. Plus, it covers topics that I never dreamed of covering myself.

My first encounter with this book dates back to 2007 when Heiko finished his German version. I was asked to review the book’s content. However, as my German reading abilities are close to zero, my goal was more to read the sample Java code and ensure that correct patterns were used and described. It quickly became easy to see that everything was more than OK. Not only that, I could immediately see that the topics were extraordinary and that they brought new ideas into the NetBeans Platform world.

I am glad that Heiko’s interesting insights are now available to a broader audience. Thank you Heiko! Thank you too, dear English translators!
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Reinforcement Learning with TensorFlow: A beginner's guide to designing self-learning systems with TensorFlow and OpenAI GymPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of reinforcement learning techniques to develop self-learning systems using TensorFlow

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore reinforcement learning concepts and their implementation using TensorFlow
	
			Discover different problem-solving methods for reinforcement...
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Inside the Minds: Winning Antitrust Strategies - Leading LawyersAspatore Books, 2004
This book provides a broad, yet comprehensive  overview of legal discipline and elements outlining the current shape and future  state of antitrust.

Inside the Minds: Winning Antitrust Strategies is an authoritative,  insider’s perspective on the basic pillars that govern antitrust and...
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Effectiveness of Air Force Science and Technology Program ChangesNational Academy Press, 2003

	Under mandate of Section 253, Study and Report on
	Effectiveness of Air Force Science and Technology
	Program Changes, of the Fiscal Year 2002 National
	Defense Authorization Act (Public Law 107-107; U.S.
	Congress, 2001), the U.S. Air Force contracted with
	the National Research Council (NRC) to conduct the
	present study. In response,...
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High Performance Computing on Vector Systems 2007Springer, 2007
The book presents the state-of-the-art in high performance computing and simulation on modern supercomputer architectures. It covers trends in hardware and software development in general and specifically the future of vector-based systems and heterogeneous architectures. The application contributions cover computational fluid dynamics,...
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The Unimaginable Mathematics of Borges' Library of BabelOxford University Press, 2008

	"The Library of Babel" is arguably Jorge Luis Borges' best known story--memorialized along with Borges on an Argentine postage stamp. Now, in The Unimaginable Mathematics of Borges' Library of Babel, William Goldbloom Bloch takes readers on a fascinating tour of the mathematical ideas hidden within one of the classic works...
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ASIC and FPGA Verification : A Guide to Component Modeling (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2004
Today it is still very difficult to verify board or larger system designs through simulation or any other technique.  This important book addresses the largest ingredient needed to make simulation possiblethe availability of integrated circuit component models.  Addressed inside is how to use VITAL extensions and other conventions with VHDL to...
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